
Palais des Machines 

1889 - 1909 
Ferdinand Dutert, Architect 
Victor Contamin, Engineer 

Fives Lille, Contractor building center to west 
Cail et Cie, Contractor building center to east 
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July 14 1789, end of the 
ancient regime 

•  100 years later, time for an exhibition of 
industrial progress….and to recover face after 
the defeat in the  1870 Franco-Prussian War 

•  The “Third Republic” as France’s government 
referred to itself, sought to have France 
associated with “all that was progressive” 

•  Exhibition to celebrate this was open from 
May to October, 1889. 28 million visitors in 
Five months 



A history of exhibitions 

•  1798 Industrial Exhibition Paris 
•  1851 Exhibition of the Industry of all Nations - 

Hyde Park, London …made money  
•  1855 Paris Exhibition (included industry, fine 

and applied arts)…lost money 
•  1867 Paris Universal Exhibition…made money 

•  1878 “The Exhibition of 1878” …lost money 

•  1884 started planning the 1889 exhibition 
•  1900 exhibition Paris 



1889 Exhibition   

•  Paid for by the State and City of Paris, 
backed by local bank 

•  Supplemental funds raised by lottery 
– buy a lottery ticket and get an admission 

ticket free. 
•  1889 exhibition was a money maker 



1889 exhibition 234 acres 



The usual fare 
•  Reconstruction of native 

villages from French 
colonies 
–  Tahiti 
–  Cambodia 
–  Laos 
–  Java 

•  Buffalo Bill and Annie 
Oakley sold out the 
“Wild West Show”…
daily 

•  Hi Tech 
–  The tallest building in the 

world 
–  The longest span 

building in the world 
–  Electric beacon on Eiffel 

tower 
–  Lighted fountains 

changing color to the 
music 

–  Stereo sound transmitted 
by telephone from a 
symphony playing on a 
remote site 

–  Dirigible 
–  Electric light everywhere 
–  Heavy Artillery on display 



11.5 Acre Site 



St. Pancras Station 242’ span 1869 
Palais des Machines 360’ span 1889 

The longest span in the world 
30% increase in 20 years 



Why the big span? 

•  Former exhibition site, lots of foundation 
debris 

•  All the good bearing soil had been sold 
and removed leaving Chicago-like 
unstable clay 

•  Reduces site prep and foundation costs 
•  …because we can? 



Steel expansion…what to do? 

Hinges to allow flex 
…a 3 hinge arch 

But arches produce lateral thrust, what to do?…tension tie below slab 



Tension rod tie 
below floor 



Riveted 
Steel 

12 feet 



32,000 rivets per truss, 18 trusses, 576,000 rivets overall 
(Means says 400 rivets per person per day so 1,440 days or 4 years if only one 
person was riveting, if half their 200 person crew was riveting they could be 
done in 5 months) 

118’ approx 



Fishscale Glazing to keep dry 



Plan for 500,000 s.f. 

Main Hall Side “chapels” 

360 ft. 

1,381 ft. 





First Design, Hipped Roof for 
Lateral Stability 



Design-Builder Dialog makes 
some changes 



Small “chapels” next to the big 
room 



Side bays, any structural role? 





Why is the end bay different? 





Massive 
Curtain Wall 

Braced with lattice trusses 
to preserve transparency 
and lightness 



Lattice 
Construction 



Double the main 
Trusses and add 

Trussed Wind 
Braces 



Cail et 
Cie 

Fives 
Lille 

About 5.5 acres per builder 



Hinged whole weighed too 
much 



2 builders, 2 approaches 
•  Fives Lille 
•  “Piece Large” approach 

–  Offsite fabrication 
–  Large part installation 48 

tons per lift 
–  Minimize on-site riveting 
–  Needed much heavier 

manual pulleys & 
wooden scaffold 

–  Used 250 people 
–  Built 250,000 s.f. in 24 

months 

•  Cail & Company 
•  “Piece Small” approach 

–  Onsite fabrication 
–  Fabrications on grade 

limited to 3 ton sections 
–  All riveting onsite 
–  Could use smaller, lighter 

manual pulleys & 
wooden scaffold  

–  Used 215 people 
–  Built 250,000 s.f. in 24 

months 



Started at the center and built 
out to ends…start April 1887, opened May 1889 
about a 25 month build 



Racing Eiffel 



Fives Lille, Prefab in 4 parts, 
rivet on ground, raise in place 

•  Not as much scaffolding but bigger center gantry 
required. 

•  Took 2 days to move from truss to truss on rails 

Riveted/ 
fabricated 
off site 

Riveted/ fabricated on site 



Fives Lille 
Prefab 





Not as tight a schedule as Fox 
and Paxton 

•  First truss 23 days 
•  Second 16 days 
•  Third 12 days 
•  Remaining, 10 days each 

–  111 days for trusses alone, at a 20 day month (our 
current standard) they’d have the trusses done in 
5.5 months leaving 18 months for side chapels, 
glazing, plastering and exhibit fit out 

•  250 workers onsite for Fives Lille 



Fives Lille, prefab and tilt-up 



Fives Lille 
prefab 
joining 



Cail, site fab/rivet 3 ton 
sections, lift to scaffold and 
rivet in place, like a masonry arch form on rails 

Scaffolding on rails, to move from bay to bay. 



Cail portal scaffold, could move 
from arch to arch in 1.5 hours 



Time out for 
Presidential 

progress tours 







Main Hall 
and exhibits 



Belt-Driven equipment 



Ride The Bridge Crane 



Electric Gantry 
exhibit, 
precursor to the 
tower crane? 



All this 
for 5 

months? 



Built Center-out, Demolished 
Center-out 1909 



Demolition 
Scaffolding 
like Fives-

Lille railroad 


